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FAMILY THERAPY
WENDY L. WATSON

Family Therapy requires a way of thinking and seeing that emphasizes the
interrelatedness of a problem, the individual, the family and the social context. A
family therapist views "behaviors as interconnected, mutually recursive, and part
of a larger ecologically coherent system. For example, although one person may
appear to cause harm to another, or to be resistant, or dysfunctional, such linear
attributions may simply be flawed notions, fahe dualisms, when viewed from a
holistic, mutually interactive philosophical framework" (Piercy and Sprenkle
1990, p. 11 17).
Family Therapy requires an approach to human problems that is exquisitely
curious about context. The interpersonal context of a problem and the interplay
between this context and symptoms are of primary interest to a family therapist.
"Non-family therapists often view family therapy as, a) a modality, that, b) usually
involves the nuclear family. Family therapy is not simply a 'modality.' Nor is it
necessarily a set of modalities. More fundamentally, it is a way ofconstruing human
problems that dictates certain actions for their alleviation" (Stanton 1 988, pp.
7 - 8).

Family Therapy is more than working with families, It is a worldview that
involves a conceptual shift From linear to systems (systemic) thinking. T h e cause
and effect thinking associated with a linear worldview is exchanged for a systemic
worldview that looks for connections and reciprocal influences among systems of
ideas, people, and events.

Linear versus Systems
T h e differences between a linear perspective and a systems perspective in conceptualizing human problems and solutions are outlined in Table 30- 1 (Watson
P 988a). A linear perspective focuses on the individual, while a systems perspective
focuses on relationships. A linear perspective is interested in the intentions behind
people's actions; a systems perspective seeks for the effects of one person's behavior on another and the effects of the effects. T h e content of what people say is a
prime focus for the lineariy oriented; process is foreground for the systems thinker.
Particular events are significant for the nurse who sakes a linear view, while the
systems thinking nurse-family thenpist is drawn to discover patterns in a series of
events. The nurse with a linear perspective becomes a historian mindful of details,
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TABLE 30 1, LINEAR
PERSPECTIVE VERSUS SYSTEMS
PERSPECTIVE
SYSTEMS

LINEAR

Individual

Relationships

Intentions

Effects.
Process
Patterns
Present
Circular effect

Content

Events
History
Linear causality

dates and data. A systems perspective invites a nurse to connect details and data to
produce meaningful information about the present, The past i s seen to be useful in
its ability to illuminate the present.
A linear-thinking nurse adopts the linear causality model, which is intent on
discovering the cause of the problem. The model proposes that A causes B. A
systems-thinking nurse- family therapist uses a circular effect model to understand
problems and to generate solutions. Her question is not, "Who is to bIame" but
rather, "How iri each involved?' The circular effect model proposes that A affects
B and B affects A. Connections are made with behavior seen as affecting the ether
rather than one causing the other. A systems perspectiveofprobIemsand solutions
involves a quest for connections, relationships, key patterns of interaction, redundancy, and reciprocity.
T o m m (1980) developed the circular pattern diagram to demonstrate interactions in problematic relationships; it illustrates the interaction and interconnectedness of ~ W Oindividuals' behaviofs, thoughts, and feelings. Because the diagram is a
circle, it is possible to begin anywhere- with a behavior, a copition, or an affect
-and to commence with either person. Person A's behavior (behavioral output) is
perceptual input for person B. Person B makes sense of person A's behavior and
generates a thought/cognition about person A, about self, or about their relationship. This thought or cognition draws forth a particular feeling. The cognition and
affect of person B then elicit her behavior, which i s perceptual input for person A.
Person A makes sense of person R's behavior. His cognition and affect are generated which subsequently invites his behavior and the cycle continues! (See Figure
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FIGURE 30 1. ZIrtular Pattern Dlagram
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30- 1 for an example of a vicious cycle.) Thus, a systems-thinking nurse- family
therapist identifies the behaviors, thoughts, and feelings of family and systems
members that co-evolve into vicious or virtuous cycles of communication.
Family Systems Approaches

There are variations witKin the systems approach to problems. Three systems
approaches are strategic, structural and systemic. T h e strategic family therapist
looks for ambiguous or inconsistent hierarchies within the family system, ferrets
out power and control issues, and directs change by means of family assignments o r
paradoxical injunctions (Haley 1976; Madanes 1981).A srructmal family therapist
assesses and intervenes into family structure, subsystems, and boundaries {Minuchin 19'14). The structurally oriented family therapist has an ideal family structure
in mind and therefore intervenes to realign boundaries so that the family is neither
too enmeshed not too disengaged and supports the establishment of parental /
executive coalition so that parents present a united front to their children.
T h e term systemic family therapy is frequently used to designate the work of the
Milan Family Therapy team, whose approach has had a profound impact on the
field (Selvini, Palazmli, Boscolo, Cecchin, and Pram 1980; Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffman, and Penn 1987). Throughout the 1980s, the family therapy field was energized and revolutionized by the Milan team's interviewing ideas. T h e three guidelines of hypothesizing, circularity, and neutrality/curiosity, create a useful context
for a family interview to become therapeutic conversation. A therapeutic conversation enables family members to discover their own solutions to their problems.

Hypotheses are ideas about the possible connectionsbetween the system and the
problem. Families have their own hypotheses about the problem. The families'
ideas are usually linear in nature. TObe useful to the family, the nurse-family
therapist needs to generate hypotheses different from those of the family. Table
30-2 provides some questions a nurse can ask herself to generate hypotheses
about the system and the problem.

Circularity
Circularity involves the cycle of questions and answers that is formed in the
interview process. The nurse- family thempist's questions are based on information that the family gives in response to the questions the nurse asks, and thus the
cycle continues, T& fanlily's reactions, rlesponses., or ansvfers to tlle questions
provide informaltion for the nurse and the family. I t is imp0rtant to Ilote that the
questiorIS thernsr:Ives may also prcwide nwr answer?5 for the family. F or exampie,
the questions may invite Family members to see their problems in a new way and
subsequently 'tosee new solutions. Thus, just as the family's answers provide infermation for the nurse,m he nurse's questions may provide information for the family.
Circularity is operationalized by asking circular questions based on Batesen's
(1979) idea that "information consists of differen&s that make a difference."
Circular questions explore relationships or differenc.es and ar.e useful because they
release new information into the family system. Ci,F,-..l"m
Lu,a, +estions
invite family
member.s to expllore differences and make new connections between ideas, events,
and behaviors.
T?l -..L
r1ru11
das., NeI son, and Rosenthal (1986) developed a taxonomy of circular

-.
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TABLE 30-2, QUESTIONS THAT INVITE HYPOTHESIZING ABOUT THE
SYSTEM AND THE PROBLEM
Who
Who is in the system? Who are the k q played
W h o first noticed the problem?
Who is concerned about the probEem?
W h o is affected by the problem? (most/least)
W h o is interested in keeping things the same? (most/least)
Who referred the system?
What

What is the problem a t this time?
What is the meaning that the problem has for the system/for different members of the system?
What salutions have been attempted?
What question(s) do I feel constrained to ask?
What positive function might the symptom serve in the system?
To what question could this symptom or problem be an answer?
What beliefs perpetuate the problem?
What beliefs are perpetuated by the problem?
What problems perpetuate the beliefs?
What problems are perpetuated by the beliefs?

WY
Why is the system presenting at this time?
Why this problem for this system?

Where
Where has the information about thi problem come from7
Where does the system see the problem originating?
Where does the system see the problem and the system going if here is no change/if there is change?
When
When did the problem begin?
When did the problem occur in relation to another phenomenon of the system?
W h e n d w s the problem occur?
When does the problem not occur?
How
How might a change in the problem affectother parts o f t h e system (key players, relationships, beliefs)?
How does a change in one part of the system affect another part of the system? the problem?
How does the symptom maintain the system?
How does the system maintain the symptom?
How will I know when my work with this system i s ever?
How might my work with this system constrain the system from finding their solution?

questions to assist beginning family therapists. Loos and Bell (1990) applied circular questions to critical care nursing. Watson (1988a, P988b, 1988c, 1989a,
1989b) demonstrated the therapeutic nature of circular questions with families
coping with chronic illness, life-threatening illness, and psychosocial problems.
Four basic types of questions are described in Table 30-5.These were distinguished by Tomm (1988)when considering the intent of the therapist in asking a
question as well as the assumptions (PleId by the therapist) about the nature of
mentaI phenomena and the therapeutic process.Tomm determined that ifa family
therapist asked a question to orient herself (that is, to change her own perceptions)
and viewed problems from a lineaI/cause-effect perspective, she would ask lineal
questions, such as problem-definition and problem-explanation questions. Lineal
questions are predominantly investigative. If the same family therapist asked a
question with the main intent to influence the family-that is, to "trigger a response that might alter the family's perceptions and understanding" (Tomm 1988,
p. 5)-but maintained her lineal/cause-effect perspective, she would ask strategic
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TABLE 30-3. FOUR TYPES OF QUESTIONS
-

Lmeai (investigative)
Problem definition question: "What is the problem you would like to discuss today?'
Problem explanation question: "How do you explain his behavior?"
Strategic ( c o r r d v e )
Confrontation question: "When you saw your son's tears and said nothing to him, did you realire you
sere making things worse?
Leading question: "Is your habit of not answering questions something new?"

C i m l a r {exploratory)
Difference question: "Are you more concerned or l e s concerned since your husband was hospitalized?'

Behavioral effect question: "How has your husband responded to your compliments?'*
Reflexive (facilitative)
Observer pempec~ivequmtion: "When your sister gets angry what does your mother do!"
Hyptheticat/iuture-oriented question: "'lfyour relationship with your father were to improve by
I OW, what do you think u~ouldhe happening in the fam~ly2 years from naw?"
Sourcc: T o m m (1988).

questions such as confrontation and leading questions. Strategic questions are
corrective in intent.
If the intent were to orient herself but the family therapist operated from
circular assumptions, she would ask circular questions, including difference and
behavioral effect questions. T o m m (1988)notes that circular questions are exploratory and seek to "bring forth the patterns that connect persons, objects, actions,
perceptions, ideas, feelings, events, 'beliefs, contexts and so on in recurrent or
cybernetic circuits" (p. 7). Finally, if the primary intent of the therapist were to
influence the family and a circular/cybernetic perspective were maintained, she
would ask reflexive questions, including observer-perspective and hypotheticalfuture oriented questions. Reflexive questions are facilitating when offered with
the intent of "triggering reflexive activity on t h e family's pre-existing belief systems" (p. 91, thus opening space for new solutions and options for the family.
T w o other family therapists who have influenced the use and style of asking
questions in a therapeutic conversation with a family are Michael White of Australia and Lorraine Wright, a nurse - family therapist in Canada. White's ( 1 988 - 89)
relative influence questions are a significant part of his approach to drawing a
distinction between person and the problem. Through the use of questionssuch as,
"What percentage of the time are you able to influence your anger?" and "What
percentage of the time does your anger influence you? " the family therapist i s able
to objectify the problem instead of objectifying the person.
Wright (1 989)offers a different approach to therapeutic questioning, suggesting that family therapists consider the usefulness of inviting family members to ask
questions of the therapist. Her "bonequestion" question has proved to provide
particularly potent information for the Family and the therapist, Specifically,
Wright asks families, "if you could have only one question answered in our work
together, what question would that be? " Family members' responses assist in
foce~singthe therapy process, give voice to previously unspoken or undetected
fears, and provide the family with much to think about. T h e frequency with which
families note the impact of the one-question question on their thinking is exciting.
Wright also gives examples of other questions that can be asked to invite questions
from families. She emphasizes that we can ask only what we know to ask; therefore,
it is important to offer families an opportunity to ask questions.
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Neutrality
NeutraIity is present when the family perceives the nurse to be equally interested
in and curious about each member's point of view. NeutraIity also involves a
therapeuticposture of being nonjudgmental, nonblaming, and noninvested in any
particular solution or outcome that the family may choose.
Curiosity is the key to neutrality. There is a circularprocess that unfoldsbetween
curiosity and hypothesizing. The more curious a nurse is, the more hypotheses she
generates. The more hypotheses she generates, the more curious she becomes to
explore the hypotheses. Thus, a virtuous cycle of therapeutic curiosity and hypothesis generation evolves. Neutrality can be evidenced by asking questions of all
family members. Neutrality heIps the nurse maintain a therapeutic maneuverability with the family. When neutrality is present, the family does not see the nurse as
being on only one person" side. Rather, the nurse is seen to be an advocate for all
family members and for their relationships. In this way, the nurse maintains her
meta-perspective and her ability to assist the family. A therapeutic conversation
unfoIds as the family experiences the family therapist's being neutral to persons,
problems, pace, and direction of change and solutions.

RESEARCH
As Piercy and Sprenkle (1990) indicate, "a reasonable amount of evidence has
been amassed to support the general effrcacy offamily therapy" (p. 1 11 9). Their
decade review of the fieldsupports the following condusion of Gurman, Kniskern,
and Pinsof ( 1 986):
1..

Nonbehavioral marital and family therapies produce beneficiaI out-

comes in about two-thirds of cases, and their effects are superior to no treatment.
..

2. When both spouses are involved in therapy conjointly for marital problems, there is a greater chance of positive outcome than when only one spouse is

treated.
3. Positive results of both nonbehavioral and behavioral marital and family
therapies typically occur in treatment of short duration; that is, from 1 to 20
sessions.
. ...
4. Family therapy is probably as effective and possibly more effective than
any commonly offered individual treatments for problems attributed to family
conflict. @. 572)

Family therapy researchers have begun to address specificity issues: what approach to use with what problem under what circumstances. These issues will form
the basis of family therapy inquiry in the future.

GUIDELINES FOR FAMILY THERAPY
Families that may benefit from Family Therapy are those that are experiencing
difficulties with health problems: chronic illness (e.g., Alzheimer's disease, rnultipie scIerosis), life-threatening illness (e.g., cancer, cardiac conditions), or psychosocial problems (e.g., obesity, depression, temper tantrums). The family member
with the dificuIty may be either a child or an adult.
Family Therapy is a paradigm that does not specify any particuIar way of work-
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TABLE 30 4. BELIEFS OF NURSE-FAMILY f HERAPIST
A part is best understood in the context of the whole. Depression is best understood in the context
of a person's relationships. Noncompliance is best understood in the context of the relationship between the patient and the nurse.
A change in one part of the system affects other parts of the system. A woman's stroke affects her
daughter" confentration at work and her husband's commitment to his work.
o The whole is more than the sum of the parts. The relevant system is more than an accounting and
description of its entities. With families, the family is more than an accounting and description of the
members of the family. The family includes relationship, alliances, and coalitions.
T h e famiIy i s able t o create a balance between change and stability (Wright and Leahey 1984).
The same results may spring from different muses.
Disparate results may be produced by the same muses.
Families/systems and their problems m a k sense and have strengths.
Families' beliefs organize their behaviors (Wright, Watson, and BeZl 1990).
The farnily/system bas the ability to solve its own problems.
T h e family therapist is a participant in rather than a director of change.
Things are not always the way they appear to be.
m Each member of a family/system has a unique and valid perspective.
There are times when the system creates the problem and times when the problem creates the

*

system.

A family/system cannot be controlled or programmed &om outside "but you can . . .perturb it
and see how it compensates. Give it a bump and watch itjump" (HofFmann 1985, p. 388).
There is an interactional phenomenon occurring between the family/systern and the problem.
The family is affected by "the probIernwand in turn influences the problem.
T h e family therapist can be mast useful to the family by inviting the family toconsider analternate
view of the problem situation so rhat their solution-seeking and solution-finding ability is enhanced or
otherwise opened up.
The family therapist affects the system and also is affected by the system.

*

ing but contributes a set ofguidelines for how methods used are put into practice.
Thus, it tends to have the following characteristics:
1. An "observing system" stance and inclusion of the therapist's own
context
2. A collaborative rather than a hierarchical structure
5 . Goals that emphasize setting a context for change, not specifying a
change
4. A circular assessment of the problem
5 . A non pejorative, nonjudgmental view (Hoffman 1985, p. 393).

Still, the question persists. "How does a nurse 'do' farniIy therapy?"To understand what prompts a nurse to do what she does in a family therapy interview, it is
important to discuss what a nurse believes when she operates from a systemic
..-;--*-tion. Beliefs of a nurse- family therapist are outlined in TabIe 30 -4.
ng considered some beliefs that invite a family systems perspective, the
'ncan now be asked,"What does a nurse- family therapist do in her interacith a farnily/systern that requests help with a problem?"
Several family therapist clinicians and scholars have identified family therapy
skills necessary for therapists to possess (Tomrn and Wright 1979; Wright and
Leahey 1984). The following is a list of some of the executive skills enacted by
systems-oriented nurse - family therapists at the Family Nursing Unit, University
of Calgary, Calgary, Alberra, Canada.
Executive Skills of Nurse- Family Therapists
A systemicaIly oriented nurse -family therapist:

Reviews literature relevant to the family problem presented.
Hypothesizes about the connection between the family and the problem.
Engages all family members.
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Takes as information about the systern/probfem those members who attendor
do not attend therapy.
Asks each family rnern'ber,'What i s the problem that is concerning you the
most a t this time?"
Completes a genogram, not for the purpose of only finding out who is in the
family but rather to discover the context of the problem and who is irnportant to whom.
Asks each family member to share his or her knowledge and understanding of
the presenting problem or ilIness.
Asks each family member what he or she believes or understands is the reason
that a family member has a specific iIlness o r problem.
Seeks specifics about the problem by asking questions such as, "How does she
show that she is angry?"
Raises the problem to an interactional level by asking. "How is her anger a
problem for you?'
@ Explores attempted solutions.
Identifies a vicious cycle of interaction that may be maintaining or maintained
by the problem.
Continually is open to new information.
Listens and builds on what is said in the therapeutic conversation with an
appreciation that she is being influenced by what the family saysjust as they
are being influenced by what she says.
Demonstrates neutrality to each person and his or her ideas by keeping
curious.
Asks questions in a manner that will introduce the family to a systemic view of
itself by providing new information about their concerns, beliefs, behaviors,
and relationships.
Looks for the opportunity to commend. Commendations can gently nudge the
system to draw forth mere strengths.
Refocuses and restates questions.
Challenges constraining beliefs by asking, "If you were to believe [offer alternate facilitative belief], what would be different? What wouId you do differently?" "IF you believed in what he was doing in an effort to [insertjeopardy
question- for example, dmw the family closer together], what would be
different?" A jeopardy question might be, "To what possible benevolentaItruistic4ystem-sensitivequestion, is the symptom an answer?' (for exarnple, "EIow can I draw our family closer together?").
Draws forth and reinforces Facilitative beliefs,
Explores related cognition when affect is shown.Avoids the assumption trap of
"I know how you feel" and shows respect for the unique experience of an
individual by asking, "What are you thinking that is making you cry?'"
Prescribes a behavioral task as a way of introducing new infarmation about the
problem or about family members' reactions to the probIem. New information may change the existing beliefs and perceptions the family holds; a b u t
the illness and also their perceptions of other family members' behaviors,
and motives. Thus a "new family reality" may emerge.
m Follows up on assignments by asking, What did the family learn by doing the
assignment? What stood out or surprised them? How did they attempt to do
it? She considers the doing or not doing of an assignment, with or without
variations on the theme or what was initially suggested, more information
ahout the family, This information is contrasted and compared with the
previous assessment of the family.

*
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* Systemically reframes a situation by positively connoting the connectedness
between the system and other behaviors in the family. A positive connotation answers the questions, What positive function might the symptom serve
in this family at this time? What positive, protective, or stabilizing effects
could the problem's continuation have for members of the organized network? What new difficulties may emerge if the problem disappears?
Listens Tor the family's metaphoric language. A metaphor is a statement about
one thing that resembles something else. It is the analogous relationship of
one thing to another. A family's metaphors add so our understanding of how
a family experiences and views the world. T h e metaphors also communicate
how they see their problems and themselves in relation to their problems.
Offers a spIit-opinion that presents two or more opinions, views, or ideas about
a situation. A split opinion serves to challenge the fixed beliefs ofa family or
an individual. Split opinions are useful when significant and rapid change
has occurred and there is a need to maintain change, there is a dificulty
resolving implicit conflictual issues, individuals hold rigidly fixed beliefs and
there is a need to introduce complexity of thinking, or a symmetrical reIationship is present (that is, a competition between equals is present, and
there is a need to maintain engagement with both parties and show neutrality). A split opinion validates each party's divergent view and at the same
time opens a possibility for considering an alternate view.
Reframes a situation, not in a way of offering a more correct view to a misinformed person but rather as a way of opening up another possible perception, offering another lens, and then seeing if it fits for this family at this
time. Reframing involves changing the entire meaning of a problem situation by altering the conceptual or emotional context in such a way that the
entire situation is placed in a new framework. A problem, which was
previously seen as negative by the family and the patient, i s reframed and
seen EO be positive, functional, or benign.
Externalizes the problem to allow the separation of he problem from the
person. Instead of viewing the problen~as residing in the person, the problem is externalized and viewed as being outside the person. Rather than a
rlient's being objectified, a problem is objectified (White 1988- 89). Externalizing the problem is accomplished during the session by questions that
expIore the relative inff uence of the family and the problem. The family i s
asked, "How much influence do you have over the problem?'and reciprocally, "How much influence does the problem have over you and your
relationship?'
a Offersor participates in a reflecting team (Andersen 1987). During a reflecting team discussion, the family is invited to sit behind a one-way mirror with
the interviewer to observe the team's discussion about the family's and
therapist" previous conversation. The reffecting team's discussion invites
the family to consider multiple and alternate views of the family situation.
Team members wonder out loud about the problem, connections, and possible solutions. At the conclusion of the reflecting team discussion, the interviewer and family return to the interviewing room, and the team returns to
its original position behind the mirror. At this point, the interviewer pursues
the family's reactions to the reflecting team's ideas. Thus, the family and
interviewer discuss the team's dialogue about the interviews and the family's
previous dialogue.
Writes Ietters to families. The use of the narrative mode has been highly
developed by David Epston and Michael White (1989). Therapeutic letters
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assist with the reauthoring of peoplePslives and relationships and "can be
considered a ritual through which persons reinsert themselves into, and
reassert their place in, a familiar world" (p. 71).
Offersrituals that require the famiIy to engage in behaviors that are not or
have not been part of their usual patterns of interaction. Rituals serve to
introduce more clarity into the family system as in the Milan team's "odd
day -even day" ritual, (Selvini Palazzoli, Boscolo, Cecchin, and Pmta, 19'78)
which invites a family to do X behavior on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays and Y behavior on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. On Sundays
the family is invited to be spontaneous.
Offers the family an opportunity to view particular videotaped segments of a
family session and/or an edited revision of highlights of the family sesions
for the family's home videotape collection.
Terminates family sessions in a manner that allows the family to acknowledge,
take credit for, and maintain the changes that have occurred.

CASE STUDY
Jane.a 4 1 -year-old woman, was referred to the Farnlly Nurslng Unit IFNU) for
therapy because of her dIlTrculty copEng with the sutcidal death of her cornmon-law husband 6 weeks earlier, an New Year's Eve. lane was seen for 113
sessions over a 12-month period. A team approach was utilized, with my
providing live cllnical supervlsion of all sessions by observing from behind a
one-way mirror with graduate nurslng students, while a student interviewed
Jane. In the first session, Jane's understandingand explanation of John's death
was explored. One predominant and problematic belief emerged from lane's
stop: that she was responsible for john's death and could have prevented it.

Throughout the session,Jane'sstrengths were commended and her experlences were validated as normal grief reactions. A reflecting team was offered
at the end of the first sesslon. With Janeand the Interviewer observing From
behfnd the mlrror. the team discussed their ideas about the family situation.
The reflecting team offered the following ideas: Janewas experiencing a number sf problems but was showlng great strength. gurlt of a survtvor is a cornman response to a Ioved one's suicide, Janecould not have prevented john's
actlons, and john had made hls own choice In the matter.
Sessions L and 3
Janehad three children from a previous marriage: Rob, aged 19years; Megan,
aged 17 years: and Kelly, aged 15 years. Jane was concerned about Kelly's
escalating behavior of school truancy. staytng overnight at her boyfriend's
house, and "doing drugs." Jane believed that until Kelly obtained some heIp,
she (jane)would not be able to proceed with her own grieving, Kelly and Jane
attended sessions 2 and 3 together. The theraplst sought to get a better
understanding of the effects of sulclde on the entire FamlIy by asking: "How is
Mom [Kelly, Megan, Rob] different since the suicide?" "Since the suicide.
what Is the biggest problem for Mom [Kelly, Megan, Robl?"
Slnce letter wrbtlng was an important part of relationships In the farnlly (jane
and Johnhad always written letters to each other; Johnhad left jane a 14-page
letter on the eve of hls suicide), Kelly and jane were invlted to each write a
love letter to herself to express what she was feeling at this time. The letters
drew forth a different perspective of the situation and their own abilities.

Sessions 4 - 8
Jane came alone to the next five sesslons, whIch took place over 1 1 weeks.
During this time, Janeexperienced several "anniversary" occasions. Explora-
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tlon of her thoughts and actions drew Forth her resourcefulness. The therapist
asked questlons that invlted Jane to reflect on and solidlfy her strengths:
''How has what you did on this anniversary been helpful to you?" "How will
what you have learned about yourselF on this occasion be helpful to you on
upcoming anniversaries?"
SIX months followlng John's sufcIde, John continued to be very present in
Jane's life. Using john's presence as a way of enabling Janeto get on with her
life, the followlng questions based on White's (1 988) approach were asked:
"What thlngs da you see in yourself now that John wouId appreciate about
you?" "How would thinkhg ofthese thlngs be helpful to you today7" These
questions drew forth several characteristics that Janeknew Johnwould admire
in her. The exploration assisted Jane In identiQing strengths in herself that
would be helpful In her new retationship with herself.
At the seventh sesslon, lane asked, ''Am Ion my way to recovering? Do Ineed
more counseling?" She recounted a dream. which she Interpreted as a sign of
a new beginning for herself, To highlight and clarify the mixed feellngs that
Jane verbalized about continuing therapy. a reflecting team offered a threeway split opinion. Members of the team offered different positions, varying
from continuing therapy for up to a year or more, stopping therapy Irnrnediately. or continuing therapy on a less frequent bash until a few more annlversary dates had passed. Each team member provlded rationale for hIs or her
position based on lane's comments durlng the sesslon.

Session 9
At the beglnnlng of the nlnth sesslon, 12 weeks later, Jane indicated she was
feeling that she had mastered the worst of her grief but wanted to contlnue
therapy on a less frequent basis until she had experienced the occasions
leading up to the one-year anniversary of John'ssuicide.
Janewas troubled by a new relationship with a man she had been dating and
by John's continued "presence" in her bed. tntesventive questions asked to
probe and perturb jane's perceptlons included: "What things do you do that
keep John in bed with you?" 'Wow will you know when it is tlme for John to
leave your bed?" "If you were to believe that your experience of Johnin your
bed were a form of selF-contro! to help you from being intimatewith someone
else before you're ready. what would be different?"

The tenth session took place 6 weeks later. In exploring the news since the last
sessian, Janereported that she had decided to spend Christmas at home with
her family as she had traditionally done. In view of her previous strong, negative thoughts about spending Christmas a t home, this was a major shift. The
theraplst asked questlons that drew farrh the differences and strengths that
had enabled lane to take such a big step: "What about yourself told you that
you could do what had originally seemed to be Impossible regardlng Christmas?'' 'What would you need to notice about yoursetf regarding your handling of Christmas that would also tell you that you could handle New Year's
Eve In your llfe7"

The potency of questions to Invlte new perspectiveswas dramatically demonstrated when the theraplst asked Jane, "Looking back on the events of last
New Year's Eve. what do you now tell yourself about Iohn, about yourself, and
about your relationship with john?" After careful thought, Jane responded
that. John'spriorlty was drinking, he had chosen not to seek help, he chose to
end his life. and she could not have done anythingto stop hlm. lane'spoignant
statements reflecting a dramatic conceptual sh i H were immediately reinforced
by commendations from the team. Congratulations and a handshake were
offered t o underline the Importance of her new understanding. An end-ofsession assignment for lane requested that she thinkabout the major change in
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her thinking that had occurred during the session and write the team a letter
telling what she had learned.
Two weeks after the tenth session, a letter from jane arrived at the Famlly
Nursing Unit. It was addressed to Johnand read as follows:
This irMuLIFE. 1 can'tkeep tooklng back norovermy shoulder, L ~ F ~ G ~ E ~ O N .
lohn, In the past 1 1 months, you have put me through absolute hell, made
It unbearable at times. I guess E let you do this to me. . . john,you really
owe mean apology. you are c u r ~ n a n d
CHARGED~ME~ALCRUELTY
Iam
.

the vlctlm In thls case. You chose to leave, 1 had no control over your
dectsion. but now, lam in control. It'smy rum. I wlII bespendlngChrtstmas
In my home with my FarnlIy and frlends and we will have a wonderful
Christmas. mark my words. As For New Years, I still haven" made any
definite pians as of yet. but I do know one thlng for sure, as of lust a day
ago, 1 decided ~ ~ ~ ~ I w ~ L L N O ~ B E M O U RLam
FIFU
actually
L.
Iooklng Forward to
1990 a s It wlll be a Brand New Beginning for ME, at long last.

Is there life after suicide? For jane there is. Farnlly Therapy opened space for
Janeto grieve the death of her loved one and to begin a new chapter oFher life.

SUMMARY
Family Therapy, as presented in this chapter, is based on a phiIosophica1 framework that views the Family from a systemic view, looking for connections and
reciprocal influences among systems of ideas, people, and events. The nurse's
beliefs about problems, people, m d change shape the nature of the interaction
with the family. The role of the nurse is to intercede in ways that enable family
members eo discover their own solutions to their problems.
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